
D
aytona International Speedway and Talladega 

Superspeedway have always showcased horsepower and 

aerodynamics. Superspeedway races are some of the most 

popular on the NASCAR schedule, and the races are known 

for close competition in large drafting packs, dramatic multi-car wrecks, 

and photofinishes. The COT [Car of Tomorrow] has reduced the large 

pack drafting to two-car tandem drafts, and teams test and develop 

superspeedway cars to the highest level of detail to maximise speed. 

NASCAR has specific rules for superspeedway racing to limit speeds, 

rules that will be continually updated to keep the races exciting.

Start of the spring 2011 Talladega race: The 

first eight cars are already in tandems coming 

to the green flag (Photo: NASCAR Media)

Superspeedway racing and drafting
Drivers do not have to slow down for the high-banked, large-radius 

turns, making horsepower and low drag essential at Daytona and 

Talladega. Talladega has been able to support three-wide drafting 

for multiple laps while drafts at Daytona are traditionally two wide. 

Drafting may have been invented at Daytona, when drivers realised 

that two cars running in line were faster than running separately, but 

over the years ‘the draft’ or pack of cars drafting has grown to be as 

large as the entire racing field. However, the two-car tandem draft has 

become the most effective and fastest drafting method with the COT.

Daytona was re-paved for the 2011 season. Before this, the 

pavement at Daytona was 32 years old, and very rough. The old 

pavement had minimal grip, making vehicle handling imperative. 

Handling would deteriorate with tire wear, and cars were unable to 

stay in the draft. The new pavement is smooth and has superior grip, 

making vehicle handling a secondary concern.

Good car handling has been easier to achieve at Talladega as a 

result of the increased banking, larger turns and wider track. Talladega 

was repaved in 2006, and also became smoother with good grip, 

making handling even less of an issue. 

The draft is a great equaliser. Cars with better horsepower and 

less drag look more dominant in the draft, but inferior cars can 

be competitive in the draft and are capable of winning. Single-car 
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SUPER BY THE NUMBERS

 Daytona Talladega

Length (miles) 2.50 2.66

Banking (º) 31 32-33

Width (ft) 40 48

Turn radius (ft) 1000 1100

Front stretch length (ft) 3800 4300

Backstretch length (ft) 3000 4000

Qualifying record speed (mph) 210.364 212.809

Seating capacity 159,000 130,169

H.A. Mergen details the preparation and testing that goes 
into fielding a superspeedway championship contender

Banking 
on a winner
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efficiency, while drivers learned how to push slightly off the centerline 

of the leading car, allowing some fresh air to the radiator. The result 

being that by the second 2011 Talladega race, the tandems did not 

need to swap places.

Pit stops also became more critical with tandem racing. Both cars 

in the tandem would pit at the same time, and a poor pit stop by 

one team would separate the tandem, forcing one car to wait for the 

other; yellow flag pit stops also took on a different ‘race off pit road’ 

style. NASCAR restarts are double file and the cars line up side by 

side. Drivers try to get one car between themselves and their tandem 

partner when exiting the pits, to allow them to restart in line. Tandem 

pairs restarting in line can begin pushing as soon as the green flag 

comes out, losing no time to reconnect the tandem. The tandem order 

leaving the pits on the last pit stop could also determine the finishing 

order of the race.

Tandems can run faster with certain cars leading. A higher-power 

car can pull away from its pusher, reducing the tandem’s effectiveness; 

this car makes a more effective pusher. The car that can push longer 

without overheating is also the desired pusher, minimising swaps.

Superspeedway rules 
NASCAR has developed a set of superspeedway-specific rules to 

control maximum speed. A restrictor plate is placed on the intake 

manifold to limit engine air consumption and power generated. 

The restrictor plate has four holes to limit air flow, and the hole size 

determines the power output and top speed. In 2011 the diameter 

was 57/64 in. Changing the hole size by 1/64” increases the power 

by about 12-13 hp; lap times change by about 0.5 s with a 14-16 hp 

change higher or lower.

The rear spoiler shape, dimensions and angle are also controlled 

by NASCAR – smaller spoilers and reduced angle reduce drag and 

increase speed. With NASCAR controlling the spoiler, teams worked 

on reducing the spoiler’s effectiveness by increasing rear travel, so 

NASCAR has responded by creating rules limiting rear travel.

For many years, lowering the rear spoiler has reduced drag. In the 

1990s, soft rear springs, in the region of 100 lb/in, and high rebound 

rear shocks were used to increase rear travel. Frame rails were 

qualifying runs are the true display of horsepower and drag. 

In a tactic known as bump drafting, a driver can bump the leading 

car to make both cars faster in the draft. Drivers have long used the 

bump draft to work their way forward in a pack. Bump drafting was 

limited mostly to the straightaways, as cars getting bumped in the turns 

have resulted in many multi-car wrecks. Bump drafting is easier in the 

COT since the bumper surfaces are flatter and at the same height. The 

bumpers are also perpendicular to the track and are somewhat parallel 

when striking front to rear.

Drivers can perform a bump draft for an entire lap with the COT, 

bringing the two-car tandem draft to life. The nose of the pushing car 

in the tandem is completely blocked from fresh air, giving the tandem 

the horsepower of two cars and the frontal area of one. However, the 

engine of the pushing car overheats without any fresh air to cool the 

radiator. Teams have always worked to maximise grille tape, since a 

smaller grille opening gives less drag, although teams have removed 

the grille tape and started racing with completely open grilles for 

tandem drafting. 

The speed of the tandem can drop by as much as 10 mph when the 

cars swap position in the tandem. Tandem pairs that can stay hooked 

together for longer have the distinct advantage of not having to switch 

as often, and the pairs also became moving chicanes while performing 

the swaps. Teams also worked to maximise the cooling system’s t

INSIGHT : SUPERSPEEDWAY ENGINEERING

Teammates pair up in tandems at the superspeedways. Note the front 

tires turned slightly to the left while the cars are on the straightaway and 

the wear on Tony Stewart’s front bumper from pushing in the tandem
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INSIGHT : SUPERSPEEDWAY ENGINEERING

hitting the track so teams built raised-rail cars; NASCAR then started 

specifying the rear spring rates. These days, teams have to buy a set 

of rear springs while going through the NASCAR technical inspection 

process (scrutineering). NASCAR seals the springs as part of the car 

during inspection, and works with the spring manufacturer, Eibach, to 

ensure all springs perform near the nominal rate. 

With a higher center of gravity and significantly increased rear 

downforce, the COT required increased rear spring rate, so the rate rose 

to 500 lb/in. Three rates were allowed to be able to adjust handling, but 

in 2012 only 500 lb/in and 525 lb/in springs will be allowed. Before it 

was re-paved, cars suffered from increasing understeer during long runs 

at Daytona, so some teams would reduce understeer by using a higher 

right-rear spring rate, sacrificing rear travel.

The teams have to buy NASCAR-mandated rear shocks during 

the superspeedway inspection process. The shocks are made 

and dynamometer-tested by Penske Racing Shocks, and are also 

sealed onto the car during inspection. Teams maximise the shocks’ 

effectiveness to maximise rebound, and shock mounts are moved from 

their usual locations to get the shocks as perpendicular as possible to 

the rear end housing.

With the rear spring rates mandated, teams started manipulating the 

mounts and mounting locations. They would move the lower spring 

perches forward to increase the leverage of the car on the spring and 

to weaken the springs by misaligning them. The spring perches are 

typically aluminum, and perches with a thinner cross-section were 

used to increase the perch deflection; the lower perches were typically 

mounted directly to the truck arms. Mounting a spacer between the 

perch and truck arm also increases perch deflection. NASCAR now 

mandates that the lower perches are made of 0.250 in thick steel plate; 

a 2.0 in diameter spacer is allowed with 1 in maximum thickness.

A jack screw transfers the spring load to the chassis, and its length is 

adjusted to change the spring load, car height and weight distribution. 

Aluminum and hollow jack screws were used to increase their 

deflection, but NASCAR now mandates solid, steel jack screws.

Vehicle cross-weight is defined as the weight on the right front 

and left rear tires, and is usually reported as a percentage of the 

total weight. Increasing cross-weight makes the car tighter, and it is 

typically 49-58%. A much lower cross-weight was used to get load out 

of the left rear spring, decreasing the overall rear ride rate. NASCAR 

now mandates the cross-weight be between 44% to 55%. 

NASCAR has also created gauges that locate the rear spring perches 

and the rear end housing. As part of the inspection process, the cars 

are placed on stands with the rear springs removed. The rear tires are 

also supported on stands to simulate the car and suspension being at 

inspection ride height. The rear end inspection is one of the most time-

consuming and tedious inspection stations.

A ‘Snap Gauge’ is used to locate the fore/aft position of the rear end 

housing relative to the fuel cell. Fuel cell location is also regulated and is 

inspected when NASCAR certifies the chassis. Fore/aft tolerance is ±0.25 

in. With most NASCAR gauges, green is legal, out of green is illegal.

NASCAR uses two additional gauges to locate the lower spring 

perches. The ‘Basket’ is threaded into the jack screw bung and 

tightened to the frame rail, projecting the jack screw axis to the 

lower perch. The cage must drop freely over the lower perch ring, 

effectively defining perch location. NASCAR also specifies the perch 

ring size. The cage must also meet flat around the entire perch 

circumference, making the perch plane normal 

to the jack screw axis. A tolerance of 0.060 

in between one side of the cage and perch is 

allowed.

While the Basket locates the perch relative to 

the jack screw, a third gauge is used to locate 

the perch relative to the rear end housing. 

While held level, the gauge is indexed on the 

perch and is held against the rear edge of the 

rear end housing axle tube. The scale indicates 

if the perch is within a tolerance of ±0.25 in.

The track bar, or panhard bar, controls the 

rear end lateral alignment within the chassis. 

Track bar height also controls the rear roll 

centre and jacking forces. Rear suspension 

skew is increased in travel when the track bar 

static angle left to right is increased. Increased 

skew results in rear spring misalignment 
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“The Basket” gauge indicates this 

lower spring perch angle is out 

of tolerance (Photo: H.A. Mergen, 

Courtesy of JR Motorsports)

2011 Daytona 500 Front Row: Hendrick 

Motorsports swept all the poles at Daytona 

and Talladega in 2011 (Photo: NASCAR Media)
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and increased travel. NASCAR limits the angle by mandating a 3 in 

maximum mount height difference.

The quantity of gauges and number of alignments specified indicates 

how important rear spring positioning is to overall performance. Each 

gauge was designed to limit a method used to increase rear travel, while 

every tolerance allowed is maximised to get the most travel possible.

Body construction
The bodies of individual superspeedway cars traditionally require the 

most resources to construct. Before the COT, NASCAR templates were 

handheld on the cars during the inspection process. These templates 

defined individual surfaces on the body but were not interlocked 

on the car; individual templates could be moved though (within 

reason) to make them fit, so the car’s nose, tail and roof could be 

shifted relative to each other while satisfying the templates. The COT 

templates create a grid over the car, however, eliminating most of the 

body component shifting. 

NASCAR has three superspeedway-specific templates. A 

construction grid controls the roof’s flatness; without the grid, the 

roof profile could be manipulated to keep air from reaching the 

rear spoiler, reducing drag. The step on the bottom edge of the 

headlights was also flattened to reduce drag, but a template now limits 

modification to the step. Third, a template has been added to define 

the nose contour where the grille opening was located in 2011.

The focus has now shifted from the exterior body to the underbody 

aerodynamics, since templates strongly define the body shape. Chassis 

mounts, structures and suspension components are all modified to 

reduce drag, while shapes and sizes of open volumes under the car also 

greatly affect drag. NASCAR must therefore approve components and 

chassis designs, limiting any large departures from traditional designs.

Traditionally, hundreds of wind tunnel hours were spent tweaking 

each superspeedway body to minimise drag. Constructing multiple 

bodies with repeatable drag was difficult, so each body was unique. 

While wind tunnel testing is still required to fine-tune each body, 

teams can now build COT bodies with much more repeatable drag, 

greatly reducing drag variations from body to body.

Car set-up
New pavement and increased grip at Daytona and Talladega have 

shifted set-up focus from balancing grip and attitude to body attitude. 

Superspeedway set-ups follow basic trends – front caster is increased 

to increase steering effort; caster split from left to right is eliminated 

to aid keeping the front tires straight, limiting steering input, and front 

tire alignment is set so as to minimise rolling resistance. Both front 

tires are aligned with minimal inward pointing toe, usually around 

1/16 in. Front suspension geometry usually has minimal camber gains, 

as superspeedways require limited camber, unlike other tracks where 

camber is maximised to the limits of the rules and tire wear. 

Rear end alignment is mostly defined by the NASCAR rules and 
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SUPERSPEEDWAY QUALIFYING

qualifying. They also have to pump the brake pads against the rotors on 
the in-lap to stop the car.

Daytona 500 qualifying is traditionally held on the Sunday before 
the race, which takes place the following weekend. Uniquely for the 
Daytona 500, only the front row starting positions are determined by the 
qualifying results, which are used to form the starting order for the twin 
qualifying races held on the Thursday before the Daytona 500. Cars 
with an odd-numbered position in the qualifying results are in the first 
race and the even-numbered ones are in the second, and the results 
of these races determine the starting order. Qualifying establishes the 
starting order for the other three superspeedway races in the NASCAR 
schedule, but the cars are impounded for those races after qualifying. 

Specialised qualifying-only set-ups and components are not used 
in qualifying when the cars are impounded. The Daytona 500 cars are 
not impounded, which allows components to be used in qualifying 
that increase speed but would not last an entire race. Qualifying-only 
changes include thinner oils and lubes, lightweight brake rotors and 
hub caps to reduce rotating mass, and hubs with low-friction bearings. 

Solid passenger side and quarter windows are mandated by 
NASCAR for qualifying, to keep the teams from controlling airflow 
with ducting; the driver’s side quarter window has a single mandated 
opening. Teams make great efforts to keep heat in the fluids and 
lubes before qualifying. Weather conditions can also play a big role 
in qualifying – car speed can change greatly with a wind gust, for 
example, and horsepower falls as air temperature rises. 

Drivers are quick to give credit to the teams for a good qualifying effort 
at Daytona and Talladega since the drivers hold the throttle wide open 
for the entire qualifying event. However, drivers are very important to a 
good qualifying effort, not least because they have to shift at the proper 
engine speeds in each gear to maximise the acceleration from pit road. 

A qualifying run at Daytona and Talladega has four laps – the out 
lap, the first and second timed laps, and the return lap to the pits. The 
out lap and first timed lap are used to achieve maximum speed, and 
are usually run near the outside wall in the corners to make the laps as 
long as possible. The third lap should be the fastest lap and should be 
run at the shortest distance. The driver must use smooth steering over 
the entire run, as unnecessary steering inputs and corrections reduce 
speed. While the third lap should be made the shortest possible, 
clipping the apron with the left side of the car can reduce speed and 
push the car up the track. Before the tracks were re-paved, drivers 
could also avoid some bumps, keeping the cars from bottoming and 
reducing speed. 

Some drivers are also better at making the lap shorter. Reducing 
the lap by 10 ft at 200 mph shortens the lap by 0.034 s – the margin 
for winning the 2011 Daytona 500 pole position was 0.032 s, while 
the margin for the July 2011 Daytona race pole was only 0.017 s. Also, 
the pole-winning lap at the Fall 2011 Talladega race was only 0.002 s 
quicker than second, and 0.036 s quicker than third.

The brake pads are pushed away from the brake rotors before 
qualifying; drivers have to remember not to touch the brakes during 

NASCAR fore/aft rear end housing alignment 

gauge, known as the “Snap Gauge,” is installed 

between the fuel cell and rear end housing  

(Photo: H.A. Mergen, Courtesy of JR Motorsports)
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gauges. On-track body skew is maximised at most tracks to point the 

car’s nose to the left, increasing side force and downforce. Body skew 

that generates the least drag is desired at superspeedways, and for 

many years skewing the nose to the right resulted in reduced drag, 

although the car’s handling was tighter. Many teams would qualify 

with the skew and then race without it, trading handling for overall 

speed in the race. Handling is less of an issue with the new pavement 

though, and teams are racing with the skew. Skew is increased by 

building ‘toe’ in to the rear end housing, pointing both tires to the left, 

and NASCAR’s gauges limit the skew that can be achieved. 

Superspeedway tire strategies are unique. Tire pressure affects rolling 

resistance and tire deflection. While grip is a concern, the pressures 

generating maximum grip are usually not used in qualifying. Front 

pressures are typically increased to reduce rolling resistance, balancing 

reduced rolling resistance and increased scrub. Scrub increases with 

increased steering input as a result of reduced lateral grip. Rear pressures 

may be increased to reduce rolling resistance, or reduced to increase 

deflection, lowering the rear spoiler. Increased deflection with lower 

pressures seems to be more beneficial than reduced rolling resistance. 

NASCAR limits the minimum qualifying rear pressure.

Testing
A fast superspeedway car makes the best use of the energy available. 

The restrictor plate limits the engine’s fuel and air consumption, and 

a more efficient engine creates more power with the limited fuel, 

converting chemical potential energy into kinetic energy. Also, a 

body with lower aerodynamic drag loses less energy to wind, and 

a drivetrain with reduced parasitic losses transmits more available 

energy to drive the car forward; increasing the energy used to drive the 

car forward naturally results in higher speed. 

Lab tests have been developed to control as many of these variables 

as possible. Engine dynamometers are used to develop power. Wind 

tunnel testing, straight-line testing and constant-speed testing are used 

to reduce drag and research vehicle attitude. Push-up and seven-post 

rigs are used to achieve the desired vehicle attitude. Parasitic losses are 

reduced using straight-line testing, constant-speed testing and chassis 

dynamometer testing. The final product of these tests is validated with 

on-track testing and racing.

While engine development 

is not within the scope of this 

article, any power deficiencies 

over the competition can be 

very hard to overcome through 

other means. An instance which 

clearly illustrates the benefits of 

extra bhp is the performance of 

the Dale Earnhardt Incorporated 

cars at the 2008 Daytona 500 and 

subsequent July race. For the 500 

the highest qualifying position any 

of the team’s cars managed was 

18th, however, upon returning for 

the race in July with an extra  

8 bhp on tap, the team’s cars took pole and second place on the grid, 

with a third also in the top ten. 

Aerodynamic testing and development
Superspeedway cars are heavily scrutinised by both the teams as 

well as by NASCAR. Drag reductions are achieved ‘one count’ 

at a time, so finite details of a body’s outer and under-shapes are 

critical. Aerodynamic testing focuses on reducing each car’s drag, 

rather than developing new body shapes, since the body’s shape is 

mostly controlled by NASCAR. Teams have four aerodynamic testing 

resources: wind tunnels, straight-line tests, constant-speed tests, and 

on-track tests. 

Wind tunnels produce the most controlled aerodynamic testing 

environment. Full-scale wind tunnels are used to benchmark each car, 

and many tunnel hours are spent making slight body adjustments to 

reduce drag, chasing a target coefficient of drag generated by another 

aerodynamically efficient car in the team’s fleet. Ducting for radiators 

and other coolers is also developed in the wind tunnel, as the tandem 

draft has shifted effort to cooling efficiency. Different attitudes are also 

tested in the wind tunnel to develop the aero map used in simulation 

and to determine the lowest drag attitude.

Most of the wind tunnel tests are performed in a fixed-floor wind 

tunnel, and the underbody flow characteristics are not an exact 

real-world duplication. For example, intake and exhaust flows are 

neglected since the engine does not run in the wind tunnel. 

Track testing, which replicates airflow under the car and through 

the engine and exhaust, is performed at actual speed, while wind 

tunnel air speed is limited. Still air is desired for the most repeatable 

track test conditions; however, tracks capable of supporting the speeds 

generated are large and spacious, so wind is inevitable.

Drag and parasitic losses are evaluated with coast-down testing, 

while attitude mapping verifies wind tunnel results. Many underbody 

panels, including the rear wheel tubs and the sheet metal that seals 

the underside of the car, are evaluated using this process. Parasitic 

loss reductions are sought by evaluating driveline angles and testing 

components like hubs and wheel bearings. While racing focuses on 

reducing lap time, coast-down testing seeks a longer coast time. 

The spoiler used at the January 2012 Daytona 

test follows the body contour.  This spoiler was 

expected for use in the 2012 superspeedway 

races (Photo: NASCAR Media)
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INSIGHT : SUPERSPEEDWAY ENGINEERING

the gains that can be achieved. For example, the 2011 Daytona 500 

pole-sitting car was destroyed in a practice accident and could not be 

raced; the team started from 43rd position because they had to race 

their back-up car.

Rig testing
Push-up rigs are used to reduce rear suspension ride rate. Attention to 

detail and adjusting rear spring alignment to the rules’ tolerance limits 

can result in reduced rear ride rate and increased rear travel. The rules 

define most truck arm rear suspension design parameters, including 

material, material thickness, weld spacing and overall dimensions, 

although superspeedway truck arm designs are continually updated 

to reduce ride rate. Seven-post testing focuses not only on rear travel, 

but overall vehicle attitude. (The rigs mentioned were detailed in the 

previous issue of Cup Race Technology.)

The attitude yielding the lowest aerodynamic drag is determined 

using wind tunnel and coast-down testing. Seven-post testing can be 

used to develop the front spring, shock, anti-roll bar and bump stop 

package that yields the closest results to the desired attitude. Vertical 

acceleration in the banking generates the loading to achieve maximum 

travel through the corners. The straightaways are not banked, and 

vertical loading is mostly generated by aerodynamic downforce. The 

car’s nose is held down on the straightaways using soft springs and 

aggressive front shock rebound. 

Rear travel is somewhat fixed, since the rear springs and shocks are 

mandated. Rear spoiler size defines rear downforce, and lowering the 

car’s nose without lowering the tail can increase the spoiler height, 

increasing drag. Before the COT, having the car’s nose almost sealed to 

the track was not always the best attitude; having the nose raised slightly 

off the track actually resulted in the body effectively blocking the spoiler, 

reducing drag. In recent years, however, the trend has been to seal the 

splitter to the track as much as possible. Increasing front shock rebound 

easily holds the nose down, but front grip is reduced. Before Daytona’s 

re-paving, splitter height and front grip had to be balanced. 

Daytona’s roughness before it was re-paved also limited the practical 

minimum front spring rate. Soft springs are desired to increase front 

travel on the straightaways; over bumps though the softer springs 

result in increased bump stop loads, which can saturate the bump 

stops. Stiffer bump stops are also desirable to maximise front travel on 

the straightaways; they can be engaged at increased travel while still 

supporting the cornering loads. ‘Pulling packer’, (removing spacers) 

reduces bump stop height and increases travel before engaging the 

bump stop. If the front springs are soft enough, the car will sit on 

at least one bump stop on the straightaways. When the bump stops 

are engaged on the straightaways, pulling packer directly equates to 

lowering the car on the straightaways. However, the bump stop must 

be able to support the corner loading from the banking to hold the 

nose off the track. 

Thousands of hours and millions of dollars are spent each year 

preparing for superspeedway races, and qualifying results showcase 

team preparation. A fast car is important, but strategy, timing, 

teamwork and luck must all come into play to get to a superspeedway 

victory lane.

Constant-speed testing is performed on large circular tracks, usually 

at a manufacturer’s test facilities. Tests are performed with wide-

open throttle at full speed, and require minimal steering input. Teams 

evaluate changes in drag, parasitic losses and power; drag changes 

are evaluated with the drivetrain unchanged. Similarly, aerodynamic 

features are held constant while power tests are performed.

Tandem drafting is replicated at these test facilities. Overall cooling 

system efficiency is evaluated, and engine intake manifolds and intake 

air boxes, air cleaners and cowls are tested as well. The engine package 

is developed to produce power when leading as well as pushing.

Chassis dynamometers are also used to reduce driveline parasitic 

losses and increase power. Driveline alignment is typically optimised 

with the car at the same attitude it would assume on the straights. The 

engine and transmission angle, and the rear housing pinion angle, 

are adjusted too, while parasitic losses in hubs and bearings are 

minimised. NASCAR specifies the shape of the final segment of the 

exhaust; however, the headers and collectors leading to the final pipes 

are tuned to increase power and shift torque curves. 

On-track performance at Daytona and Talladega is the final 

validation. With a new pavement at Daytona, and the introduction of 

fuel injection, NASCAR has increased the testing opportunities at both 

Daytona and Talladega in recent years. Superspeedway cars have been 

so well-developed that distinguishing improvements from individual 

changes is difficult at the racetrack. Superspeedway cars are very 

sensitive to the effect of wind though, and many times vehicle changes 

are hard to evaluate at track tests because of changes in the wind.

The preparation and testing before race events at Daytona and 

Talladega give the teams great confidence in their equipment. 

In contrast to other tracks, teams limit their on-track time in 

superspeedway practice sessions, as the risk of wrecking the racecar 

in practice before a race at Daytona or Talladega is much greater than 

Front view of the draft on the backstretch at the 

January, 2012 Daytona Test.  The different skew in 

the cars is evident (Photo: NASCAR Media)
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